clean up
Demolition and construction waste as well as building materials may be recyclable; check online for more information and disposal rates.

Edmonton Waste Management Centre
13111 Meridian St. NE (1st St) approximately 1 km north of Highway 16 East.
Monday to Friday: 7:30 am to 7 pm
Saturday, Sunday, and most statutory holidays: 8 am to 5 pm

consider the fines
Unsecured load: $250
Parking: $250
Signs: $250
Noise: $250
Litter: $250
Tracking: $250
Dumping: $250 - $10,000
prevent litter
Care for the neighbourhood by keeping it clean.
• Use disposal bins and empty them regularly.
• Contain loose wrappings, insulation and construction waste.
• Secure loads to keep material from falling off.
• Prevent illegal dumping on private or public property.

keep roads and walks safe
• Prevent tracking of mud, dirt or debris onto the street.
• Stack building material to keep driveways and walkways clear.
• Avoid placing sand, gravel snow or any other any upon sidewalks or roads.
• Load and unload materials without blocking or interfering with pedestrian or vehicle traffic.

secure truck loads
Loose cargo or building material that falls onto the road creates hazards for drivers and pedestrians, is unsightly and is an environmental concern. Secure the load no matter the distance you are traveling.

travel on truck routes
• Direct heavy vehicle operators (exceeding 8,000 kilograms, or a vehicle length exceeding 12.5 metres) to stay on truck routes. Oversized vehicles must take the most direct and practical route to work sites.
• Transport dangerous goods only on approved routes, or obtain a permit from the City.

clean up spills
Take reasonable steps to safely remove any spilled material from the highway and notify both the City of Edmonton at 311 and the Edmonton Police Service at 780-423-4567.

park for safety
• Observe parking restrictions such as residential parking, time limits, and bus routes.
• Direct construction crews to respect parking limits.
• Trailers must be attached to a vehicle when parked on roadways and in a manner that does not obstruct pedestrians or drivers.

get sign permits
• Place service signs only on private property with the permission of the owner.
• Put free-standing signs on a highway (for any purpose) only if approved by the City.

plan to care
Construction projects can have minimal impact on surrounding neighbourhoods when operating using best practices. The longer a project takes the more important it is to be a “good neighbour.” Your planning should include controlling noise, garbage and hazards. Sites that are untidy, offensive, and dangerous or disturb neighbours are subject to bylaw enforcement.

know the noise limits
Noise annoys the neighbourhood. Take practical steps to reduce it. The community will be at ease and projects will stay on schedule with less hassle.
• Restrict noise prior to 7 a.m. or after 10 p.m. from Monday to Saturday, or before 9 a.m. and after 7 p.m. on Sundays or statutory holidays.
• Schedule noisy activities during the times when most people are not at home.
• Turn off or throttle down idle equipment.
• Maintain equipment and use mufflers.
• Obtain a Noise Permit from the City where work is to be done between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m.

construct on time
Complete construction projects within the allowable timeframe. Projects must be completed within five years from the date the building permit or be subject to fines and/or demolition orders.